
       LITCHFIELD HILLS ELECTROLOGY & SKINCARE

Why choose a light therapy treatment?


 It’s the healthy approach to naturally boosting collagen and diminishing fine line and wrinkles. •

FDA cleared safe, natural, pain free option which  uses a powerful dosage of red and infrared light •
to effectively stimulate cellular repair. 


Lightwave therapy uses various spectrums of light to repair and prevent cellular damage. This•
noninvasive process converts light energy into usable cellular energy. This new energy is then
used by the body to revitalize the health of damaged tissue due to the aging process.

It has been proven to be a very relaxing treatment as you are immersed in light. 
•

Very importantly —— IT CAN BE A SELF SERVE FACIAL OPTION DURING COVID-19
•

Purchase options:


Single session ~ $65. 

Package of   3 ~ $180

Package of   6 ~ $300

Package of   9 ~ $400

Package of 12 ~ $500


Take 20% off for COVID-19 self serve. 


Why choose light therapy with added ( TLI ) topical light infusion?


Studies have shown that a maximum of only 10% of most formulation placed on the skin actually•
reaches the important underlying layers. TLI is a unique technology that can significantly increase
penetration of specifically formulated anti-aging creams and serums.

Noticeable results are achieved rapidly.•

TLI has the ability to boost the delivery and absorption of specially designed creams and serums•
without ablation or injections.

The entire treatment is generally performed in 45 minutes.•

Plumps, firms, and hydrates skin after just one session however optimal results are seen with•
weekly sessions for a minimum of 4 weeks.

TLI uses the ABI skincare line. All Power Pure formulations are chirally correct (meaning it only•
contains molecules with the ability to give desired effects), free of harmful and artificial dyes,
artificial fragrances , parabens and sodium laurel sulfates enabling the best of both science and
nature has to offer.





Topical Light Infusion ~  Collagen Renewal Boosting Facial



        Anti-aging mask that rejuvenates and tightens the skin, boosts collagen production, and fights                   
	 free radicals. This facial uses combination of 10 minutes of red LED therapy followed by 20

     	 minutes of TLI.  Red LED light prepares the skin by increasing blood circulation,

         stimulating ATP production and cellular turnover.  Then this highly concentrated formula mask 

	 is designed to help repair damaged cell membranes and fortify the skins support structure to 

	 recover it’s vitality, firmness, and moisture balance. 



	 The effects of this treatment will continue months following the initial treatment series as the 

	 formation of new collagen can take up to six months. 



Purchase options:



Single TLI  session ~ $120. 



Package of 4 weekly treatments ~ $450.  



Single TLI add on to LED light therapy package ~ $55. 



Take 20% off for COVID-19 self serve 











These are stressful and strange times we are living in ~ it is understandable that we all need to feel 
a bit of normalcy in our lives. As much as I miss treating my clients to a relaxing hands-on facial at 
this time, for the safety of all, I cannot. I’ve come up with this option to benefit those who are 
missing their facial routine and want a boost to their home care regimen.  And really having a room 
to yourself with this amazing bit of science and surrounding yourself with light and music sounds 
delightful ~~~ doesn’t it! 








 







